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Design, Produce, and Distribute Reports That Mean Something
   Today's DBAs need to know how to work with users, management, and key stakeholders to identify organizational needs and leverage the technology to meet them. Covering intermediate to advanced subjects, such as performance tuning, this book shows you how to build a reporting infrastructure that can be used in any environment.   

   Focusing on six key principles simplicity, clarity, generality, automation, and communications all vital elements of meaningful reports, you'll learn everything you need to know to design a report infrastructure that integrates the best practices of reporting systems. When you're finished, you will have a roadmap that enables you to help corporate managers make the most of this technology.   

   Loaded with real-world examples, this book arms you with guidelines that apply equally well to small businesses and mega-corporations.   

   Coverage includes:   

   

	Assessing user needs and managing user/corporate expectations    
	
       Managing change and satisfying stakeholders    

    
	
       Integrating RS with other SS2005 components    

    
	
       Building and running reliable, scalable reporting systems    

    
	
       Creating and enforcing security policies    

    
	
       Performing reviews and assessing report effectiveness    

    
	
       Writing user documentation    

    
	
       Justifying technology or report value to management    

    
	
       Extending Reporting Services programmatically    

    


   Build the Right Reporting Infrastructure For Your Organization   

   Tailor Role-Based Security To Fit Your Environment   

   Use Reporting Services With Business Intelligence Technology   

   Define Report Data Sources and Datasets   

   Plan a Disaster Recovery Strategy     

       About the Author
   

Joseph L. Jorden, MCP, MCSE, MCTS, is a senior consultant for Allin Consulting and a developer of database applications. He was among the first 100 people to achieve the MCSE+I certification from Microsoft and an early qualifier for the MCSE on Windows 2000. During his years as an MCT, Jorden taught Microsoft Official Curriculum courses on SQL Server 6.5, 7.0 and 2000. He has spoken at PASS conferences and Comdex, and has written numerous articles for various publications. He has also written and tech-edited several Sybex books, most of them on SQL Server.       
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Homicide in the Biblical WorldCambridge University Press, 2004
"...a fine scholarly endeavor suited for other critical scholars and graduate students...addresses many interesting topics connected to laws concerning homicide." - Catholic Biblical Quarterly, Robert Karl Gnuse, Loyola University    

       Homicide in the Biblical World analyzes the treatment of homicide in the Hebrew Bible...
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Web Design in a Nutshell : A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
This book focuses on the front-end aspects of Web design—HTML authoring, graphics production, and media development. It is not a resource for programming, scripting, or server functions; however, whenever possible, I have tried to provide enough background information on these topics to give designers a level of familiarity with the...
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Imposing Values: Liberalism and Regulation (Oxford Pllitical Philosophy)Oxford University Press, 2009
A major question for liberal politics and liberal political theory concerns the proper scope of government. Liberalism has always favored limited government, but there has been wide-ranging dispute among liberals about just how extensive the scope of government should be. Included in this dispute are questions about the extent of state ownership of...
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The Facts on File Student's Dictionary of American English (Facts on File Writer's Library)Facts on File, 2007

	The first purpose of any student's dictionary is to provide the basic information necessary to be able to understand a meaning, decipher a pronunciation, make a correct syllable break, and employ vocabulary appropriate to a particular situation. "The Facts On File Student's Dictionary of American English" is designed to...
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Creative Visualization For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	The secret to getting exactly what you want from life — from the man who has!


	A businessman who has built up, owned and sold software companies, a nightclub, a bed and breakfast (plus a couple of alehouses), author Robin Nixon knows that worldly success has little to do with the world. It begins with one's...
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MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic(r) .NET(tm) Windows(r) Applications Study Guide (Exam 70-306)McGraw-Hill, 2002

	Until the release of Visual Studio .NET, developing Windows-based applications in

	Visual Basic has remained virtually unchanged since the release of version 1.0. The

	design environment from one release to the next changed little over time, and a

	developer who worked with one release could easily pick up the new release and become...
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